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→+3→ →
→ →–3→

→+2→ →–5→+3→ →–6→
→+2→+5→–3→–6→

→–2→

→+3→ →+6→+4→ →–3→ →–7→

Distributive Property
We know from before that I can simplify a function by combining any two adjacent
operations of the same type into a single operation. This is still true now that we
have negation; two negation operations next to each other cancel out. However, problems will arise if I have
negation operations mixed in with addition operations, because I can't combine two operations that have a
different sort of operation between them.

What we need, then, is a way to change the order of operations in a function. It turns out
that moving an addition past a negation will reverse the addition. So, for example, if my
function says to "add three and then negate", I can switch this to "negate and subtract
three." You can think of this as the three that I added being made negative along with the input when I hit
the negation after it.

The distributive property, along with the associative property, can
be used to simplify any function. Every function that we have dealt
with at this point, and any function that we can make from them
with the transitive property, can be simplified to a single addition,
possible with a negation before it.

. 1 Simplify each of the following functions.

→+4→ →+7→

→ →–3→+2→ →+4→

. 2 Simplify the function shown to the right. Then, on the two number lines below, show me what it looks
like to do the original function with 6 as its input, and then what it looks like to do the simplified
function with 6 as its input.

(–)
(–)

(–) (–)

(–)

(–) (–)

(–) (–) (–)



. 3 Alex and Brenda found a wallet with $70 in it and split the money somehow unevenly between the
two of them. Now Alex has $20 less than David and Brenda has $10 more than Carol.

a) Write functions relating: A and B, A and D, and B and C.

b) Combine those functions using the transitive property to get one function relating C to D.

c) If David has $28, how much does Carol have?

d) If Carol has $45, how much does David have?

. 4 a) I started out with a bag of 26 candies, but I have eaten some of them. Write me a function relating
the number of candies I ate (A) to the number of candies left (C).

b) My brother bought some candies at the same time as me. Right now, we have 18 candies between
the two of us. Write me a function relating the number he has (B) to the number I have (C).

c) Assuming my brother's bag also started with 26 candies, write a function relating the number of
candies I have eaten (A) to the number he has devoured (D). Simplify your function.
(Hint: relate B to D, then use the transitive property)

d) So, if my brother has eaten 11 candies, how many have I eaten?


